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Absfrtict - The note formulates the wave  
equation in regions with induced currents in the 
case of scattering by a perfect conductor. BJ 
using this formulation the ordinary solutiani 
using the dyadic Green's function for thc 
problem is discussed. The region of validity of 
this solution i s  pointed out. A claimed nerd 
for conventions is alleviated by referring tni 
Gauss's law. 
1,ct a cuimit distributixi J(?)in a volume V be placed 
in ail open region outside a pcrfcct elcctrical conductor 
with surface S as shown in Fig. 1. Suppressing tlic time 
factor eJG)', the wave eqc ation is written in the form 
and solved for the boundary conditiou 
G x E - o  o n S  (2-1 
where E is the electric field intensity at a field point 
characterized by the plxition vector F. Free spacc 
conditions are characterized by the wave number 
lio = W J G w h e r e  id is the angular frequency, po 
is the maglietic permeability, and E~ is Che electric 
permittivity. 'The unit vc:ci:or G is pointiug from S out 
of the conductor. The solution of Llie problem is 
wliereG1 is the dyadic Ckccn's function for the problem 
which satisfies the equation 
__ - - -  
VxVxGl(T,? ' )  - k;E G i ( T , r ' ) =  - Iti(F-F' ) (4) 
proper radiation coriditions at infinity, and the boundxy 
condition 
After the solution of he problem. the maglietic field 
intensity may be foiind from Maxwell's equations. 
lTurtliei-tnore, the so-ca~~i:d induced surface current J,, 
may be found li-om 
where E is 01e magnetic field intensity on the ouler 
surface of S. This is the ordinary formulation, e.g., [Tai, 
pp. 62 - 661. Although the formulation uses a boundary 
condition on S for the E-field this field is not found in 
thc region of induced currcuts on S .  It is understood that 
tile values to use for E and in Eqs. (2 and 5) arc 
thosc on tlic outer sldc of S. By this tcrminology is 
meant that values are obtained from a limiting process in 
tvhich tlic outer side of S is approached without reachiug 
a point exactly on S. It should be mentioned tha.t IJvIorse 
and l~eslib:tch, p. 805 ] leaves it to a matter of convention 
to indicate the field exactly 011 S .  The purpose of thc 
preserit note is to point out that in the preseut case this is 
not necessary due to Gauss's law. Thus, it depenlds on tlie 
situation whether a convention should be used. To clarify 
the meaning of being exactly on S, the wave equation is 
stated in [he complete space, i.e., not only in the open 
region outside tltie conductor as in thc case of Eq. (1). 
- 
n 
Fig. I .  Perfect conductor illuminated by a 
cuirent distribution. 
Let us first write E as the sum of the impressed field 
E' (defined as the field from J(7) in free space without 
the conductor) given by 
_. 
- -. 
E' = - jcopoj V Go(?,?').J(T')dV' (7) 
and thc scattered field 
induced cuirent 3,, = fi x 
without the conductor) given by 
(defined as the field from the 
suspended in free space 
- 
where Go (T.? ) is the free space dyadic Green's function 
which salisfics the same equations and conditions as GI, 
except Eq.(5). 
__ 
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Thus 
Inside the conductor, E' and E' cancel each other in 
order to give zero field in these regions. 
Noting that the currents in space are J (T)  and J,,, E 
satisfies tlie wave equation 
- - -  
where S(n) is a delta function associated with a direction 
iiornial to Ihe surkice S .  The function S(n) is %cro for 
F 110t 011 S .  71'hc induced current z,, should be 
determined so that the solution ol' Eq. ( IO)  satisfies the 
thc solution in the form of 6 q .  (3). 
Although we do not find the induced cui~eiil, Eq. (10) is 
the wave equation in a form wliicli includes tlic induced 
cui-rent region. Now, iiiscrtion of 1:q. (3) into Eq. (10) 
shows clearly that Eq. (3) is a solution of Eq. (10) only 
outside the region of induced cuixnts. 'I'his is due to the 
fact that Eq. (l), solved for tlie boundary condition lZq.(2), 
excludes the region of induced currents aiid the perfect 
conductor. However. it should be noted that in case Eq. 
(3) is used inside tlie perfect conductor a zero field is 
obtained. 
From the discussion given above it is apparent that we 
have to be careful in specifying the region in which we 
s o l x  a problem. This is related to the meaning of being 
on the boundary S.  Depending on the context, the 
meaning is: (a) 011 tlie outer surface of s wliere E is 
different from zero, (h) in the region of induced currents, 
or (c) on the inlier surface of S where E is zero. As it 
appears from a previous paragraph, tlie field on the outer 
01- inner side of S is found from a limiting process in 
which tlie relevant side of S is approached without 
reaching a point exactly on S .  The limiting process is 
often described by using such teimiiiology as, e.g., the 
value of the field just outside S. However, such 
terminology has led to misinterpretations, e.g., in the 
case of equivalencc principles using equivalent charges or 
currents "just in front of S." As outlined in [Morse and 
Feshbach, p.7971, "it might be expected that the 
equivalence breaks down" between the current and S. In 
fact, the equivalence really breaks down since there is a 
gap between the current and S aiid this gap is not present 
in the original problem [Appel-Nansen, 19871. The 
problem discussed is also related to the "fallacy" of 
presenting the boundary conditions [Tai, 19721, 
As seen tlie field exactly on S, i.e., in the region of 
induced currents is not found so far using tile Green 
function terminology above. IIowever, using Gauss's 
law, it can he proved that the field exactly on S in the 
case of a surface charge density on S is 
- 
- E+ + E- E =  
2 
where E+ and E- are the field intensities 011 the outer 
and inner sides of s, respectively [Ferraro, 19.541. 
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